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Consumer goods marketers are increasingly turning to the show as a medium to launch new products to highly targeted consumer audiences. The role of the consumer show is to overcome consumer resistance to new items by providing information.

Consumer shows possess unique audience and promotion characteristics which overcome many of the limitations of traditional media for providing consumer information (advertising, personal selling and sales promotion). First, they yield a highly targeted audience of consumers who are very interested and involved with the products exhibited and who, therefore, serve as opinion leaders.

Second, the show format uses a variety of coordinated personal and nonpersonal information sources. Personal sources include exhibit staff, live demonstrations, special show events, and other individuals attending the show with the consumer. Nonpersonal sources include booth signage and pictures, product displays and samples, films and videos, and sales literature.

Prior research suggests that attendees obtain two broad categories of information at a show: (1) general usage information, which refers to broad product, installation, and safety issues, and (2) detailed product information on specific features and benefits of displayed items.

Consumer shows influence the adoption process, first, by these various at-show activities just mentioned, and second, by the postshow information search that is stimulated by the show visit. The information obtained during and after the show serves to reduce the consumer's perception of adoption barriers and ultimately leads to a decision to adopt or reject the product. The two critical barriers suggested by several research studies are perceived risk (the expected probability of functional, economic, social or psychological loss resulting from an innovation) and relative advantage (the degree to which the innovation is perceived as being superior to the product it replaces). It is necessary to identify the underlying causes of consumer resistance via marketing research so that these can be addressed at the show.

The authors conducted a research study to test hypotheses concerning the role of consumer shows in new product adoption. Approximately 1000 attendees of the Atlanta Home Show were asked at the show to